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Abstract— Piezoelectric materials (PZT) are being efficient to reduce dependence on conventional source of electricity in our day 

to day life. This kind of electricity is being non conventional and pollution free .The main requirement for this method electricity 

generation is pressure generation. The larger pressure generation can be yielded from the crowd farming technique. These 

flooring is to be placed under places where crowd farming occurs. By this implementation the footsteps of the passengers and 

pedestrians creates the pressure which in turn generate volts in fraction of seconds. The main source for this work is from crowd 

farming. The force applied by these footsteps is directly proportional to voltage being produced. This research can be 

implemented from micro level to macro level. The results thus obtained from our work are being discussed in this paper. 

Index Terms — Energy harvesting, PZT, Crowd Farming, Piezoelectric effect 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Ottman [1] et al (2002) experimented Adaptive piezoelectric energy harvesting circuit for wireless remote power supply and 

described an approach to harvesting electrical energy from a mechanically excited piezoelectric element. Experimental results [1] 

where  revealing  that use of the adaptive DC-DC converter increases power transfer by over 400% as compared to when the DC-

DC converter is not used.[2] et al (2003) formulated Optimized piezoelectric energy harvesting circuit using step-down converter 

in discontinuous conduction mode . Sodano [3] et al (2004) estimated Electric Charge Output for Piezoelectric Energy Harvesting 

where developed a model simplified the design procedure necessary for determining the appropriate size and vibration levels 

necessary for sufficient energy to be produced and supplied to the electronic devices. [3] et al (2005) compared Piezoelectric 

Energy Harvesting Devices for Recharging Batteries and estimated the amount of time required to recharge a specific capacity 

battery. Kaajakari [4] et al (2010) experimented study in Micro structured piezoelectric shoe power generator which outperforms 

battery. Mandal [5] et al (2010) conducted a study on renewable energy source using piezoelectric effect to generate energy. The 

piezoelectric crystals are placed beneath the pavements, sidewalks and high traffic areas like national highways, speed breakers to 

generate maximum differential voltage. The electric potential thus generated from the crystals can be used to charge the batteries 

(namely lithium batteries), capacitors. Research is also carried out to analyze the utilization of piezoelectric crystals by placing 

them under the keys of a mobile unit and keyboards. With the press on the key, the vibrations created by piezoelectric crystal can 

be used for charging purpose. Arjun [6] et al (2011) conducted the same study using microcontroller to study the recycling of 

energy using piezoelectric crystals. Another research is to embed the piezoelectric crystals in the machines at gymnasium for 

utilizing the vibrations caused by the machines during work outs.  

II. PIEZO ELECTRIC EFFECT 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. shows the diagrammatic representation of piezo electric effect 
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Fig. 2 .represents the PZT crystal used in our research work 

 

 

Basic principle of piezo electricity is piezo electric effect where the current produced is known as piezo electric current. 

According to this piezo-electric effect, whenever the pressure is applied over the crystal, a voltage development occurs leading to 

formation of current. During the effect, the internal structure of the crystal deforms without losing its original position, hence 

potential difference is formed. 

 

I. MODEL LAYOUT 

 
 

The above flow diagram shows the process steps involved in the execution of the energy harvesting using piezo electric crystals. 

Energy harvester is conversation of energy into electricity. In our work we collected information about the number of pedestrians 

in the railway stations, value of output for certain input value using references. Thus from the data we interpreted the calculation 

and energy harvester design  

 

A. Connecting methods 

The connection is made between these crystals on various methods to yield larger output. The connections can be made by 

following methods: 

i. Series-Series connection 

ii. Parallel -Parallel connection 

iii. Series- Parallel connection 
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iv. Parallel- Series connection 

 

B. Parallel - Series connecting model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 representing the stack is being connected in parallel  

 

 
 

Fig.4. represents stack used in our model 

 

Since the output from the parallel is greater than series connection and based on design of placing the stacks this connection 

method is chose. It is estimated on theoretical calculation that this connection can yield up to 16 V of output as maximum for any 

greater load. The value of output on our model we got is nearly 14 V. 

C. Main model 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. shows the main model setup used in our work 

 

 

In the main model each stack consist of 8 PZT crystals and each of them are connected in parallel and combined in series later. 

When the piezoelectric crystals are placed beneath the flooring system, the pressure exerted by people and other weights like their 

luggage in railways station can produce a vibration which will be calculated as voltage. The total area of the flooring in our model 

is 372 square inches. The connections are made such a way that the voltage drop is reduced in level and more efficient output is 

yielded. Later the output is stored in the lead acid battery in our experimentation. On these lines, piezoelectric flooring technique 

is more efficient and is of lower cost in implementation and requires less maintenance. This technique is efficient in producing 

electric source in various forms and different methodologies can be used at all extents. 
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II. FLOORING DESIGN 

 

The following are the functions and necessary condition of the layers 

 

1. Top layer must be comprised of tiles and to be hard and elastic for transmission of vibrations 

2. Middle layer must be comprised of sponge like particle that permit only vibrations in one direction 

3. Bottom must be comprised of outer coating for covering and protecting the Piezo electric crystals from damages 

due to heavy loading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. shows the flooring layers designed of the piezoelectric panel where the crystals in parallel series combination being acted 

by the point load and thereby generate volts due to piezo electric effect. 

 

 

III. MATERIAL DETAILS 

Table 1 represents detail and purposes of various parts used in our research work 

 

S.N

o  

Parts Used Purpose  

1  Battery rechargeable (Lead acid 

12V/7.2 Ah)  

To store the 

energy being 

generated  

2  Microcontroller 89C52 IC  To generate the 

display of the 

energy being 

generated  using 

Flooring  

5  Piezo electric crystals  (PZT) 

Stack (2)  

Used for the 

electricity 

generation  

6  Mild steel Plate &Rubber 

coating  

To protect stack 

from breakage 

and apply load  

7  Spring for compression To act a 

compression 

effect and return 

the floor to 

normal position 

 

IV. STATISTICAL SURVEY 

Table 1 represents the various populations in different railway stations in a day [7]-[11] 

 

S.No. Name of the station  Pedestrians 

(count in terms of 

people)   

1 Chennai central  station  4,00,000  

2 Egmore  station  1,50,000  

3 Chennai beach  station  1,00,000  

4 Park station   4,60,000  

5 Tambaram  station 1,50,000  

 

TOP LAYER 

MIDDLE LAYER 

BOTTOM LAYER 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

After all the connections were given the implementation is made on our model. 

 Let the average weight of the person be 50kg.The weight is being acting on the floor is considered as mass thereby it is multiplied 

with value of g, 𝑚/𝑠2  = 50 * 9.81 = 490.5 N 

The deflection of the flooring experiencing when load acts over it are being up to 10 mm. 

Thereby the Energy generated per step is as follows, 

 490.5 * 0.01 =4.9 J/StepThus we take half the efficiency since some of them may pass by pressing single foot in rush etc., 

4.9/2 = 2.455 J/Step is generated in one foot step 

To calculate the energy generated in kWh following calculations are made, 

2.455 J/Step *3.72/1.5 inches * 1
𝑘𝑊ℎ

𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛
  = 0.000169

𝑘𝑊ℎ

𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛
  

 

In case consider 1, 00,000 person is using the floor the energy generated will be, 16.94 
𝑘𝑊ℎ

𝑑𝑎𝑦
 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Thus the flooring is made for withstanding up to 1000N force and can be able to charge a 12 V lead acid battery in 12 

hours duration at constant load of 60 kg is being pressured over it. At the present state the model for piezoelectric generation is 

completed with good efficiency and further the development of this methodology to railway stations will give greater 

output. The output is in terms of volts and in 15 minutes a constant load of 85 kg stored 0.2 V in the battery. The storage capacity 

and time taken to store varies from battery to battery. These model can be used both step as well as in the flooring as it able to 

generate electricity in both case of design models. Piezoelectric crystals which are able to resist wear and tear produce greater 

voltage which can  be stayed for a fraction of  second. These vibrations are in the form  of wave, which is of discontinuous 

pattern. When the voltage developed increases, the efficiency is also increased, as voltage is directly proportional to 

current (ohms law). The voltage developed here is in the order of thousand volts. The voltage produced is directly 

proportional to pressure created and the kind of piezomaterial used. Internal impedance is in the order of mega ohms. The 

failure of crystals is solved by adding some other compounds to like synthetic crystals. So the synthetic crystals have greater life 

span. Thus this model increases efficiency of the crystal life. 
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